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Abstract
The creation of a General Controllership (CGU) in the executive branch of the Brazilian federal government in
2003 brought in its wake the creation or transformation of a variety of institutions in public controllership at the
state level. We have assumed that this development resulted from the needs of public managers for institutions
that can not only monitor the actions taken by the public administration but also provide information useful to
government managers, but this assumption needs to be tested. This article investigates whether the functions
actually performed by the institutions of the Brazilian public controllership match the controllership functions
defined in the literature. We studied a sample of 14 Brazilian public sector controllership institutions, one at the
federal level and 13 at the state level. We found that in addition to contributing to the decision process, the
studied public controllership institutions provided public managers with a means of monitoring the activities of
public programs. Therefore, the data demonstrate that the functions performed by the institutions of Brazilian
public controllership conform with the definitions of controllership functions found in the literature.
Keywords: controllership, public controllership, controllership functions, public administration
1. Introduction
The controllership plays an important role in day-to-day institutions. As both a public and private institution, the
controllership helps develop strategies and objectives, elaborate budgets and standards, plan and implement
decision models, manage institutions, and report results.
The institutions of the Brazilian public controllership developed within this context. The emergence of the
General Comptroller of the Union (CGU, in Portuguese: Controladoria Geral da União) in January 2003
resulted in the creation or transformation of many institutions in the subnational governments. Although
institutions called ‘Comptroller General’ have existed in the past, a model or a standardized concept of
controllership did not exist in the Brazilian public sector until this point. The Brazilian government created a
public controllership to help manage public resources by producing an instrument that can reduce the
information asymmetry between managers and civil society.
However, in practice, have these institutions been able to achieve these goals? This issue stimulates the guiding
question of this article: do the functions performed by the institutions of the Brazilian public controllership differ
from those functions defined by the literature? To answer this question, this article tests the hypothesis that the
two sets of functions differ from one another.
This article aims to contribute to the literature by analyzing the structure of and functions performed by Brazilian
institutions for the public controllership. These institutions include one from the federal government and 13 from
the subnational governments. The aim is to detect whether the functions, structures, and hierarchical positions of
the public controllership are standardized and to compare these characteristics with those defined in the literature
on the subject of the controllership. We tried to delimit the current frame of the controllership in the Brazilian
public sector. Accordingly, this article aims to accomplish the following:
a. Describe the competences, constraints, subordination and organizational form of the Brazilian institutions for
the public controllership.
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b. Identify the conditions that fostered the emergence of these institutions, especially in the subnational
governments.
c. Check for the alignment of the characteristics of these institutions.
d. Study the functions assigned to the controllership by past researchers.
To achieve the objectives of this article, we started by analyzing legal documents (e.g., laws, decrees, and
resolutions). Initially, we surveyed the information on the public controllership institutions being analyzed. After
completely organizing the information, we performed a literature review to conduct the comparisons proposed in
this paper.
2. Controllership and Public Controllership
2.1 Controllership – Issues and Concepts
Although the controllership’s role appears to be similar to the role inhabited by financial accountants, in practice,
its functions are quite different. The controllership helps improve an entity’s future performance, signals the
important aspects of the entity’s activities, and anticipates the timely resolution of problems. In contrast,
financial accountants only measure past performance. Green and Kaplan (2004, p. 3) describe both the
controllership and the discipline of financial accounting in relation to the calculations, storage, and disclosure of
information that ensure the entity’s objectives will be achieved. As shown by the authors, the main difference
between these areas is that the controllership is involved in providing direct support for future decisions.
However, what is the definition of the controllership? Borinelli (2006, p. 95) points out that the controllership
can be defined from three different perspectives: as a science, as a set of organizational functions, and as an
organizational unit.
In viewing the controllership as a science, Almeida, Parisi and Pereira (1999, p. 370) show that from the
perspective of business knowledge, the controllership represents a set of multidisciplinary theoretical concepts
based on accounting theory. Accordingly, the controllership defines, creates, and maintains information systems
and management models to assist the decision-making process. In addition, Tung (1976, p. 11) points out that the
controllership is a science responsible for investigating the goals and achievements of the entity from an
economic point of view. The author adds that the controllership is not restricted to studies on the static
accounting data, which encompass the planning, analysis, and control of the entity.
Some scholars also view the controllership as a set of organizational functions that relate to the conceptual
aspects of the science defined by the controllership. Borinelli (2006, p. 125) shows that the literature uses several
expressions to represent this perspective, such as functions, activities, responsibilities, and assignments.
Different authors have presented different interpretations of these functions. Whereas Peleias (2002, p. 14)
suggests that the functions of the controllership will vary depending on the specifics of the management model
adopted by an organization, Borinelli (2006, p. 126) argues for the existence of a common core of functions that
typify the controllership. In the next section, we will examine the functions considered as typical of the
controllership in the literature.
Finally, some researchers view the controllership as an organizational unit. Almeida, Parisi, and Pereira (1999, p.
371) state that the controllership, as an administrative unit, is responsible for coordinating the efforts of other
managers in optimizing organizational results through management technologies. Mosimann and Fisch (1999, p.
88) define the controllership as an organizational unit and administrative body whose mission and values are
delineated by the model of organizational management. Crozatti (2003, p. 17) describes the controllership unit as
responsible for the synergy among different areas, which it achieves by optimizing the economic results, the
management of information systems, the provision of quantitative assessments, and the preparation of strategic
planning.
2.2 Typical Functions of the Controllership
The day-to-day set of controllership functions is daunting given the diversity of concepts in the literature.
Moreover, as mentioned earlier, the tasks of the controllership units are influenced by the virtues of the
management structure and the model of the entities.
However, in this paper, we acknowledged that a set of common functions for the controllership exists. Hereafter,
these functions are called the typical functions. Past authors have formulated different sets of typical functions,
as shown below.
According to Willson, Roehl-Anderson, and Bragg (1997, p. 22-23), the following are typical functions of the
controllership. The controllership develops an integrated operational plan in the short and long term that is in
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line with the objectives and goals of the institution; creates standards for assessing organizational performance
and for comparing results; formulates, analyzes, and interprets reports that contain important information for the
decision-making process; conducts financial, tax, and cost accounting, which specifically target the provision of
key information in the decision-making process; and performs various complementary activities, such as
answering requests for information by third parties.
Almeida, Parisi, and Pereira (1999, p. 376-377) point out that the controllership functions aim to facilitate the
management process. These authors highlight the following functions. The controllership supports the
management process by using an information system to assist the decision-making process; aids the performance
analysis of areas, managers, and the entity itself; helps analyze and evaluate the results pertaining to the
institution in all of its dimensions, which contributes to the development of standards; manages information
systems by developing decision models and information models that provide management support; and
undertakes activities to answer the demands of market agents (i.e., agents external to the organization).
According to Piai (2000, p. 20-25), the typical functions of the controllership are as follows. The controllership
provides information (e.g., economic and financial situation, performance of sectors, and managers and
organization) to support decision making; helps monitor and evaluate the performance and the results of an
organization at all levels; formulates goals, defines scenarios, and coordinates an organization’s planning of its
activities; and develops information systems that assist in the organization of operations and in the early
identification of these results.
Borinelli (2006, p. 135) describes the following features as typical of the controllership:
a. Accounting function: the controllership manages the activities undertaken by financial accounting;
b. Strategic management function: it conducts activities aimed at supporting decision making and the
achievement of organizational goals);
c. Cost function: it conducts cost accounting activities;
d. Tax function: it manages tax accounting activities;
e. Protection and control of assets function: it safeguards the organization’s assets;
f. Internal control function: it develops, implements, and monitors the internal control system;
g. Risk control function: it conducts risk management activities and discloses their effects; and
h. Information management function: it creates and models information systems of accounting, financial,
economic, and management natures.
In this paper, we adopted Borinelli’s approach because it encompasses the other concepts presented here. Thus,
we compared the functions of the controllership institutions with Borinelli’s set of functions.
2.3 Public Controllership
In a study on governance in the public sector, the International Federation of Accountants (2001, p. 1) states that
the complexity of public entities hinders the development of universal recommendations. It shows that these
entities must deal with complex political, economic, and social circumstances. This complexity appears to
complicate the analysis and studies on other characteristics of the public sector.
However, the diversity in the public sector does not prevent the analysis of this sector and its themes, one of
which is the controllership. According to Slomski (2007, p. 15), the controllership comprises “[...] the search for
the optimal of any entity, whether public or private [...].” This ‘optimal’ comprises a higher result than the one
expected by the entity. In this context, according to Scarpin and Slomski (2007, p. 916), the public or
government controllership develops mechanisms to achieve this ‘optimal.’
Solle (2003, p. 2) points out that from an operational viewpoint, the controllership aids the management of
public entities. This author adds that its implementation requires a previous reflection about the mission and
structure of the controllership unit. In support of this idea, Thompson and Jones (1986, p. 1) assert that in the
public sector, the controllership primarily monitors the execution of the budget. Thus, the government sector that
assists the management of public resources embodies the controllership, which may assume the form of a state
entity’s specific organ or be based on the performance of various sectors’ and/or civil servants’ activities.
Another important role of the public controllership is outcome assessment. According to Slomski (2001, p. 273),
the controllership is the administrative body responsible for managing the entire information system and helping
managers to correctly measure results. Peter, Cavalcante, Pessoa, Santos, and Peter (2003, p. 8) state that
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because the public controllership assumes the existence of a participatory, continuous, and integrated planning
system, the public controllership must assess how the results from the management process have been achieved.
3. Methodology
In this section, we discuss the methodology used in this article and cover the description of the sample, the type
and nature of the research, and the data analysis procedures.
The sample of this article comprises 14 Brazilian public sector institutions established by law at the federal and
subnational levels. We selected only the institutions that have the words ‘controllership’ and ‘comptroller’ in
their official designations. We found one federal institution and 13 subnational institutions. We conducted our
analysis solely based on these institutions because we thought that the creation of a public entity dedicated to the
controllership signifies the high level of importance given by the creator of public entities (the Union and States)
to this area.
This work is supported by the following types of research: bibliographic, exploratory, and documental research.
We developed the first type, bibliographic research, by consulting the national and international literature on the
controllership to identify its key aspects and typical functions. The second type, exploratory research, was
conducted because of the scarcity of material on the analyzed subject. Here, we sought to deepen the concepts
not previously covered by the literature. We conducted the last type, documental research, by collecting legal
documents dealing with the establishment, structure, hierarchy, and tasks of these institutions and by obtaining
additional information from the institutions’ websites.
We conducted the following procedures. First, we analyzed legal documents that established the characteristics
of the studied public institutions. Second, we analyzed accessory documents that complemented the information
on the controllership institutions. Third, we organized and tabulated the data collected. Fourth, we reviewed the
literature on the controllership, particularly the functions that are related to it. Finally, we compared the
information obtained in the analysis of the public controllership institutions with the findings obtained in the
literature.
4. Results
This article focused on the institutions of the Brazilian federal and subnational public controllership. Thus, we
collected information on 14 public controllership institutions, which are listed in Table 1 below. We showed that
the other Brazilian subnational governments did not have a controllership entity according to the criteria
specified in the methodology of this article.
Table 1. List of studied Brazilian public controllership institutions
CREATION

NAME

ABBREVIATION

TYPE

Controladoria-Geral da União

CGU

Federal

05/28/2003

Law n. 10.683

ControladoriaGeral do Estado

CGE-AC

State

08/31/2007

Law n. 171

ControladoriaGeral do Estado

CGE-AL

State

03/18/2003

Law n. 15

ControladoriaGeral do Estado

CGE-AM

State

06/09/2005

Law n. 3

Secretaria da Controladoria e Ouvidoria Geral

SCOG-CE

State

03/07/2003

Law n. 13.297

Controladoria-Geral do Estado

CGE-MA

State

01/31/2003

Law n. 7.844

ControladoriaGeral do Estado

CGE-PB

State

04/27/2005

Law n. 7.721

Secretaria Especial da Controladoria Geral do Estado

SECGE-PE

State

01/19/2007

Law n. 13.205

ControladoriaGeral do Estado

CGE-PI

State

06/09/2003

Law n. 28

ControladoriaGeral do Estado

CGE-RN

State

01/09/1997

Law n. 150

ControladoriaGeral do Estado

CGE-RO

State

06/22/1995

Law n. 133

Controladoria-Geral do Estado

CGE-RR

State

07/19/2005

Law n. 499

ControladoriaGeral do Estado

CGE-SE

State

01/09/1995

Law n. 3.591

Controladoria-Geral do Estado

CGE-TO

State

11/20/2003

Law n. 1.415

DATE

DOCUMENT

Note: Reference year: 2008.

In a preliminary analysis of Table 1, we can see that most of the public controllership institutions were created in
Brazil in 2003, as shown in Figure 1. Eight institutions were created, including the CGU. We also note that all of
them have adopted the term ‘General Controllership’ or ‘General Comptroller’ (in Portuguese,
‘ControladoriaGeral’).
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ons by year

Figure 1. Num
mber of createdd institutions from
fr
1995 to Ju
uly 2008
p of the exeecutive branchh and
With respeect to the hierrarchy, we obsserved that all of these instiitutions were part
were locatted in the direcct administratio
on, as describeed in Table 2. No institutions were locatedd in other branches,
as occurs, for example, in the Judiciiary in Mexicoo, where the Controllership
p of the Federral Judiciary eexists
(Consejo de
d la Judicatura Federal, 200
08).
Table 2. Ancillary inform
mation about th
he institutions
INSTITUTION

BRANCH

SUBORDINAT
TION

CL
LASSIFICATION
N

MANA
AGER

CGU

Executive

President

Miinistry

Ministeer

CGE-A
AC

Executive

Governor

Auutonomous

Generaal Controller

CGE-A
AL

Executive

Governor

Auutonomous

Generaal Controller

CGE-A
AM

Executive

Governor

Auutonomous

Generaal Controller

SCOG--CE

Executive

Governor

Seccretary

Secretaary

CGE-M
MA

Executive

Governor

Seccretary

Generaal Auditor

CGE-P
PB

Executive

Governor

Seccretary

Secretaary

SECGE
E-PE

Executive

Governor

Seccretary

Secretaary

CGE-P
PI

Executive

Governor

Auutonomous

Generaal Controller

CGE-R
RN

Executive

Governor

Auutonomous

Generaal Controller

CGE-R
RO

Executive

Governor

Auutonomous

Generaal Controller

CGE-R
RR

Executive

Governor

Auutonomous

Generaal Controller

CGE-S
SE

Executive

Governor

Seccretary

Secretaary

CGE-T
TO

Executive

Governor

Seccretary t

Secretaary

Note: Referennce year: 2008.

All instituutions were cconsidered sub
bordinate to the Executivee Chief (Pressident/Governoor). Half of tthese
institutionss were classifiied into the su
ubnational law
w as Secretariess (in the case of GCU, as a Ministry), andd the
other half were classifiedd as autonomo
ous bodies. Acccording to the title of the offfice responsible for the instituution,
50% of thee institutions w
were managed by the ‘Generaal Controllershhip’ (see Figurre 2).

Respo
onsible officerr
7%
General Auditor
A

43
3%

General Controller
C
5
50%

Minister//Secretary

T of the offiicer responsiblle for the instittution
Figure 2. Title
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Regardingg the structure of these instittutions, no stanndard appeareed to exist. Altthough a clearr separation exxisted
between thhe sectors thatt performed seecondary activiities and thosee that performeed primary acttivities in all oof the
analyzed innstitutions, wee found that th
he only sector tthat existed in all of the institutions was ‘A
Administrationn and
Finance,’ as
a can be seen in Figure 3. The structure off the CGU wass not replicated
d in any other institution.

Figure
F
3. Struccture of the insstitutions
In Figure 3, we noted that 85.7% off the institutioons have a ‘C
Cabinet,’ which
h suggests thaat this featuree was
commonlyy found in the ppublic adminisstration, particcularly those innstitutions classsified as Secreetaries. We shoowed
that 64.3%
% of these instiitutions have an
a ‘Informationn Technology’ sector. We no
oted the existennce of the ‘General
Audit,’ whhich suggests that eight off these instituutions emergeed from the transformation
t
n of bodies annd/or
departmenntal audits.

Figure 4.
4 Division in tthe primary areeas of the entitties
In relationn to the subdiviision of the secctors related too the primary activities,
a
we found
f
that six of
o these instituutions
did not suubdivide these sectors into specific
s
departtments (see Fiigure 4). Only
y three instituttions divided them
according to the classifi
fication of the public entity, that is, whethher the unit belonged to thee direct or inddirect
administraation. In the other instituttions, five divvisions were important: ‘A
Administrationn,’ ‘Contracts and
Agreemennts,’ ‘Finance aand Budget,’ ‘IInfrastructure,’’ and ‘Social Programs.’
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Table 3. Innformation aboout the entities’ websites
INSTITUTION
CGU
CGE-AC
CGE-AL
CGE-AM
SCOG-CE
CGE-MA
CGE-PB
SECGE-PE
CGE-PI
CGE-RN
CGE-RO
CGE-RR
CGE-SE
CGE-TO

DOES THE INSTITU
UTION
TS OWN WEBSITE?
HAVE IT
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

CONTE
ENT
VIS
SION
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

MISSION
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No

DOES TH
HE WEBSITE HA
AVE A
‘TRANSPA
ARENCY PORT
TAL’?
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

Note: Referennce year: 2008.

t
institutioons, we analyyzed the webssites of these institutions or the
To compleement the infformation on these
websites of
o institutions rrelated to the public controlllership. Only three institutio
ons did not haave sites. How
wever,
those that had websites pposted some co
ontent about thhe institutions and their activ
vities.

6

Mission

8
Yes

2

Vision
0

12
5

No
10

15

Figuure 5. Disclosu
ure of the missiion and vision at the site of th
he institution
ure 5, few insttitutions dissem
minated inform
mation about their missionss and
Accordingg to the data sshown in Figu
visions. Onnly six sites frrom the contro
ollership instituutions describeed their missio
ons, and two reported the visions
of the insttitutions. With respect to thee disclosure off the missions,, we found thaat the main ideeas of the misssions
related to the
t internal control and supeervision of pubblic resource management
m
(seee Table 4).
Table 4. Missions
M
of the public controlllership instituutions
INSTITUTION
CGE-AL

SCOG-CE
CGE-MA
CGE-PB

CGE-RN
CGE-SE

MISSION
N
Effecting ppermanent internaal control of the ggovernment’s mannagement to anticcipate, minimize, and correct illegaalities,
improprietties, or nonconforrmities in the actts committed by public officials; facilitating and conducting
c
activitties to
enhance leegitimacy; and ach
hieving tangible ouutcomes and socieetal aspirations.
Ensuring qquality and regullarity in the use oof public resourcces, promoting the link between society and goverrnment
actions, annd contributing to the welfare of Ceaará.
Ensuring rregular and effecctive managemennt of public resouurces in harmony
y with social conntrol for the beneefit of
Maranhão..
Monitoringg, evaluating, exaamining, guiding, and controlling the
t organs of the State Executive Branch
B
to maximiize the
performannce and quality of public managemeent, with an emphhasis on results and in compliance with
w legal requirem
ments;
and using qualified staff and
a efficient and effective techniquues with technolo
ogical support aim
med at optimizinng and
increasing the transparency of governmental aactions to society.
Serving ass the central body of the Integrated S
System of Internall Control for the State
S
of Rio Grandde do Norte.
Guiding ppublic managemeent and performinng effective inteernal control of public property to safeguard thee state
administraation and to ensuree that the interest oof society is uphelld.

Note: Referennce year: 2008.

Similar to the disclosuree of missions, for
f the disclosuure of visions, the main idea was related too control (see T
Table
5). Howevver, the small nnumber of resp
ponses restricteed our ability to establish oth
her comparisonns.
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Table 5. Vision
V
of the puublic controllerrship institutioons
INSTITUTION
CGE-M
MA
CGE-S
SE

VISIION
t roles of contrrol and education,,
Becooming a strategic factor in public ppolicy managemeent, harmonizing the
strenngthening institutiional partnerships,, and aiming to opptimize the overalll results.
2
as a referencce for the internal control of a statee’s public propertyy, whose activitiess
Beinng recognized by 2010
will be integrated with
h social control annd external controll to ensure the exccellence of public management.

Note: Referennce year: 2008.

The ‘Trannsparency Porttal’ (Brasil, 20
005) (in Portuuguese: ‘Portall da Transparêência’) is a website
w
createdd and
maintainedd by the CGU
U to disseminatte informationn on the use off public resou
urces and goveernmental actioon. It
aims to inccrease the trannsparency of public managem
ment, social coontrol, and thee struggle againnst corruption.. The
Transparenncy Portal prrovides inform
mation on the following: 1)
1 expenses in
ncurred directtly by the federal
governmennt; 2) transferss to subnationaal governmentss; 3) agreemennts by the Unio
on; and 4) the credit
c
operatioons of
the Union..
Does
D
it have a 'Transparency
y Portal'?
29%
Yes

71%

No

Figure 6. Existence
E
of thee site called ‘T
Transparency Portal’
P
Source: Survvey data (2008).

Referencinng the data prresented in Fig
gure 6, we nooted that only 29% of the public
p
entities that have a public
controllersship have a sppecific websitee designed to disseminate innformation abo
out the managgement of the state
entity in a format similarr to the ‘Transp
parency Portall’ of CGU.
Next, we examined
e
the aactivities of theese institutionss, which are lissted in Table 6.
6

01 Monitoring/supervising addministrative/operaational managemeent.

■

■

■

■

■

■

02 Monitoring/supervising acccounting, financiaal, and budgetary m
management.

■

■

■

■

■

■

03 Monitoring/supervising thee asset managemeent.

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

04 Supportinng the organs of eexternal control.
05 Evaluatinng the implementaation of management contracts.

■
■

CGE-TO

CGE SE
CGE-SE

CGE-RR

CGE-RO

CGE PI
CGE-PI

CGE-RN

SECGE-PE

CGE-PB

CGE-MA

SCOG-CE

CGE-AM

CGE-AL

INSTIITUTION
CGU

ACTIVITY

CGE-AC

Table 6. Activities of thee public contro
ollership instituutions

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

06 Evaluatinng the results of pllans and budgets.

■

07 Creating conditions for thee exercise of sociaal control.

■

■

■

■
■

■

■

08 Preparingg financial statemeents.

■

■

09 Developiing and maintaininng an updated chaart of accounts.

■

■

■

■

10 Managing the accounts.

■

11 Planning, coordinating, and performing internal control.

■

■

■

12 Planning, coordinating, and executing functiions of internal afffairs.

■

■

■

13 Planning, coordinating, and performing as an
a ombudsman.

■

14 Preventinng and combating corruption.

■

15 Promotinng the transparency of public sector actions.

■

■

■

■

■

■

17 Supervisiing taxes and expeenditures.

■

■

191

■

■
■

Legend: ■ – presence
p
of activiity; ██ - lack of activity.
a
Note: Referennce year: 2008.

■
■

■

16 Proposinng measures to ratiionalize the use off public resources..
18 Ensuringg compliance with the principles of public
p
administrattion.

■
■

■

■
■

■

■
■

■
■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■
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All of thee analyzed innstitutions eng
gaged in ‘moonitoring/superrvising accoun
nting, financiial, and budgetary
managemeent’ and ‘plannning, coordinatting, and perfoorming internaal control.’ In contrast,
c
only a single instituution
(SCOG-EC
C) engaged in ‘evaluating th
he implementaation of managgement contraccts.’ The most common activvities
of these innstitutions are sshown in Figurre 7.

Most co
ommon activitiies
13

Activity 01
Activity 02
Activity 03
Activity 04
Activity 11
Activity 18

14
13
10
14
10
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Figure 7. Moost common acctivities
d listed in Table 6 are classiffied into the ty
ypical functionns of controllership
In Table 7, the activitiess identified and
nted earlier in this paper.
in accordaance with the concepts presen
t functions
Table 7. Activities groupped according to
FUNC
CTION
Accounnting

Strateggic management
Tax
Protecttion
assets

and

contrrol

of

Internaal control

Risk coontrol
Inform
mation managemennt










A
ACTIVITY
Monitoring/suupervising the acccounting, financiall, and budgetary management.
m
Preparing finaancial statements.
Developing aand maintaining ann updated chart off accounts.
Managing thee accounts.
Monitoring/suupervising the adm
ministrative/operaational managemennt.
Evaluating the results of plans and budgets.
Proposing meeasures to rationalize the use of public resources.
Supervising taaxes and expendittures.



Monitoring/suupervising the asset management.











Supporting thhe organs of externnal control.
Planning, cooordinating, and perrforming internal control.
Planning, cooordinating, and exeecuting the functio
ons of internal afffairs.
Planning, cooordinating, and perrforming as an om
mbudsman.
Ensuring com
mpliance with the principles
p
of publiic administration.
Evaluating the implementation of management contracts.
c
ruption.
Preventing annd combating corru
Creating condditions for the exercise of social con
ntrol.
Promoting thee transparency of public sector actio
ons.

Note: Referennce year: 2008.

nalyzed instituutions were orrganized accorrding to their most
m
characteristic
When the activities assiigned to the an
w noted the exxistence of sev
ven functions tthat were perfo
formed by the public
p
controlllership instituttions.
features, we
Initially, we
w found that thhe only undisccovered functioon was the cosst function.
Table 8. Fuunction x Activvities
FUNCT
TION
Accountting
Strategicc management
Tax
Protectioon and control of aassets
Internal control
Risk conntrol
Informattion management
Total
Note: Referennce year: 2008.

NUMBER
R OF ACTIVITIE
ES
4
22.2%
3
16.8%
1
5.6%
1
5.6%
5
27.8%
2
11.0%
2
11.0%
18
100.0%
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Comparing the functions with the classification of activities, we noted that the ‘internal control’ function
received greater emphasis compared with the others. The group formed by the ‘accounting,’ ‘strategic
management,’ and ‘internal control’ functions comprised 66.8% of all activities conducted by the public
controllership institutions. In contrast, the ‘protection and control of assets’ and ‘tax’ functions, which
represented 11.2% of all activities listed in Table 6, were rarely performed.
Table 9. Function x Institutions
FUNCTION

NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS

Accounting

14

100.0%

Strategic management

13

92.8%

Tax

7

50.0%

Protection and control of assets

13

92.8%

Internal control

14

100.0%

Risk control

3

21.4%

Information management

7

50.0%

Note: Reference year: 2008.

Considering only the number of institutions that performed at least one activity related to the functions typical of
the controllership, we noted that all institutions performing activities were linked to the ‘accounting’ and
‘internal control’ functions. The functions of ‘strategic management’ and ‘protection and control of assets’ were
performed by 13 institutions. We also observed that the ‘risk control’ function was performed by 21.4% of the
analyzed institutions.
Table 10. Function x Institutions and activities
FUNCTIONS

NUMBER OF EVENTS

Accounting

20

17.7%

Strategic management

21

18.6%

Tax

7

6.2%

Protection and control of assets

13

11.5%

Internal control

40

35.4%

Risk control

3

2.6%

Information management

9

8.0%

Total

113

100.0%

Note: Reference year: 2008.

By comparing the activities assigned to the institutions while considering the function to which it relates and the
likelihood of occurrence in the analyzed institutions, we could argue that the ‘internal control’ function was
performed in most of the Brazilian public controllership institutions. According to the data in Table 10, the
‘accounting,’ ‘strategic management,’ and ‘internal control’ functions comprised 71.7% of the public
controllership institutions’ total activities. In contrast, the functions of ‘risk control,’ ‘tax,’ and ‘information
management’ corresponded to 16.8% of the assigned activities.
5. Conclusions
In the public sector, the controllership plays an important role because it not only assists in the decision-making
process but also allows public managers to develop mechanisms to monitor public activities and programs. This
study attempted to analyze the structure and functions of the public controllership in the Brazilian context.
We compared the controllership functions identified as typical in the literature with the functions performed by
Brazilian public institutions that were officially named as part of the controllership. We analyzed 14 public
institutions, with the majority of these institutions created less than six years ago. All of them were part of the
executive branch, were subordinate to the head of this power, and were organized as Secretaries (Ministry, in the
case of CGU) or as autonomous institutions.
Based on the analysis of the activities performed by the institutions according to their legal regulations, we found
evidence of all typical controllership functionsother than the cost function. Because these data suggest that the
functions performed by the Brazilian public controllership institutions are not different from the controllership
functions defined by the authors, the analyzed data disproved the hypothesis presented in this article.
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Although at least one activity of each government controllership authority was detected for each function, the
‘internal control’ function distinguished itself from the other functions, mainly because many institutions had
been established as the central organ of internal control. We also noted that, although there was no difference
between the functions of the institutions and those defined in the literature, the activities assigned to the public
controllership institutions were rarely performed in all functions other than internal control.
The analysis undertaken in this article provides an introduction to studies on the public controllership in Brazil
and enables the features of the institutions included in this context to be identified. We suggest that future
research increase the number of analyzed entities and/or characteristics.
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